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Goals

Eastern Region performance 

benchmarks:

• Win 2 of 3 regions cups annually

• Women:

• 5 junior women with a top-200 tech world rank

• Top U16’s have NAC top-30 as first-year FIS

• Full participation from FIS top performers at           

in-region NAC

• Men:

• 4 junior men with a top-200 tech world rank

• Top U16’s have NPS top-10 as first-year FIS

• 3 wins at U16 Nationals annually

• Skills scores for U16’s and U14’s average 6.5 or 

higher

Eastern Region process 

benchmarks:

• All regional projects have a value-adder

• Annual calendar is published one full 
competition year in advance (i.e. Nov. 1, 

2018 for the 2019-2020 season)

• 16 total program visits annually by 

Eastern Region staff

• 3 speed elements days per age, per 

division

• Training and racing in-region into late 
April

*Achieved
*Mixed results
*Did not achieve



Summary

Calendar worked well
• Issues when we had too many overlapping events
• Intent sheets continue to be a problem

• Don’t function well – too many pulls, too many questions
• Very low return on investment – what are we getting for our efforts?

SkiReg worked well
• Athletes and coaches were very satisfied
• RA’s were mixed

One of our primary tasks is to bring people together and achieve some 
common purpose/values/methods. Our staff took some meaningful steps 
toward that objective.



S.W.O.T.

Strengths
• Good staff
• Large numbers

• 145 clubs
• 2,155 coaches
• 1,644 U10’s
• 1,960 U12’s• 1,855 U14’s
• 1,341 U16’s
• 1,300 U21’s

• Engaged parent group
• Point depth



S.W.O.T.

Weaknesses
• Perforated base – large numbers but relatively low productivity on performance
• Communication channels – how can we reach our community in order to 

communicate effectively and achieve consensus and common purpose?
• Lack of shared fundamentals/values/methodologies – many programs “doing their 

own thing” and trying to differentiate from each other, rather than all of us 
differentiating from other regions or nations.

Threats
• Cost of the sport: Value proposition of alpine racing needs to improve



S.W.O.T.

Opportunities
• Teaching and establishing common values through sport education for coaches, 

athletes and parents – this is the most important thing for us.
• Staffing – how can we deliver good sport education in our region? Can it be done 

with our current staff?
• Communication – messaging, posting, improving channels
• Community involvement – pursue sponsorship opportunities to make our events 

into really fun and fulfilling community gatherings



Summary

We have many great opportunities on the horizon for our athletes. To 
ensure our future success, we need to achieve a commonly shared set of 
methods for all the different facets of our sport: junior equipment, skiing 
fundamentals and how to teach them, calendaring, athlete management, 
and helping our kids achieve their dreams. 

We need a common framework for “How we do it,” and we need to 
communicate that clearly to everyone in our region.

We need to differentiate our region from other regions and nations, and 
not just try to differentiate ourselves from each other.


